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Buy 10 shares



140 million 
members





The numbers



Investor freakout 
over end of DVD 
rentals and 
increase in 
membership cost

Proved ability to raise 
prices without losing 
members, beats growth 
predictions





Netflix is the 
new kleenex and 
xerox



Netflix produced high quality films and shows





Competition

● Hulu (25m members)
● Amazon prime (100m members)
● Apple streaming (will be announced this monday)
● Disney+ (launches sept)
● Time not spent watching Netflix



"We will make this a 
better industry if we 
have better 
competitors." 
- Reed Hastings





Summary

1. Netflix is extremely popular and 
exponentially growing

2. Customer loyalty and trust
3. Long term growth 



Rebuttal

● High P/E
● Continuous production of films and acquiring more 

content produces lots of debt
● I have not found any arguments against Netflix’s 

stock past Jan 2019



NETFLIX: PART II



Sell it all



Panic
1. No longer the lone wolf, several major competitors
2. Better content = higher costs
3. Slowing subscriber growth, profits
4. Loss of hit movies and shows due to new competitors
5. Losing a billion or more revenue due to password sharing*

a. *this point may be false due to bad science and lazy reporting



Their (attempt) at a solution
1. More exclusive content, some produced by Netflix

a. El Camino

2. Restructuring of the management. Almost every big position has been 
changed within the last 2 years.

3. Buyout smaller companies









My future outlook for Netflix
For the next few years Netflix will struggle to stay on the playing field with their 
new competitors. While the share price may grow, it is unlikely that we will see any 
significant profits. The opportunity cost is higher than the portfolio’s potential 
profits. In other words, we’d be better off using the cash from the position to buy 
something else instead of waiting out the turmoil.


